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DESIGNING
WITH
WOOD-SKIN

TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

WOOD-SKIN ® technology
WOOD-SKIN ® surfaces are made from a highly resistant textile
core sandwiched between two sheets of hard material.
Once material is removed from both sides a hinge is formed
which allows the surfaces to assume any three-dimensional
form.
Most common applications
Currently intended mainly for interior applications, exterior
solutions can be developed on request, with careful consideration
of the material selection based on the local environmental
conditions.
WOOD-SKIN ® is a system that makes it possible to easily create
and install 3D surfaces that would otherwise be expensive and
extremely difficult to build.
Due to the high degree of flexibility and customization, the system
can respond to any degree of spatial complexity and creative
input. Standardized panels/components in large quantities can
also be developed thanks to the “mass customization” logic of
our production system.
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PATENTED PROCESS

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

WOOD-SKIN® is a patented digital fabrication process able to
translate any design into a one-of-a-kind, self-structured, threedimensional surface.
The combination of proprietary software, composite materials,
and CNC machines helps architects and designers to bridge the
gap between digital representation and the building environment.
Through software, complex surfaces are easily managed and
tessellated. The surface is unfolded and highly optimized to be
produced and shipped to the site, where it is folded back into the
designed 3D shape.
Design ideas once thought to be too extravagant or expensive
become both possible and affordable.
Thanks to the patented technology, WOOD-SKIN® can program
traditional materials to fold according to even the most adventurous
design needs, becoming 3D surfaces for the architectural
environment.

Application
Wall, ceiling, façade, counters, columns and more
Materials
Wide range of wood (such as plywood, wood veneer, semifinished products), laminates, aluminum, felt, cork, HPL and others
upon request
Finishes
Varnish, laminate, veneer
Colors
Wide range of hues depending on materials and finishes
Environment
Indoor / outdoor

Mesh Sheet - Various Patterns - Bronze laminate on purple MDF
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SUSTAINABILE SOLUTIONS

At WOOD-SKIN, our patented process allows us to design
sustainable, high-end, high-quality, and innovative solutions
for the architectural environment – and every project we create
conveys these values.

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

Wood
The earliest iteration of WOOD-SKIN was made with wooden
composite, as the name implies, and is still the main material for
our projects.
We started a collaboration with an Italian firm that supports
farmers who want to plant fruit trees, financing their work in the
early years, when the trees are not yet productive. Thanks to
Treedom, we already have a tiny forest of 400 trees that will grow
with us in the years to come.
We have committed to planting 1 tree for every 10m2 of WOODSKIN produced for each project.

FSC® Certificate
We have always valued the beauty of natural materials and we
make sure that our wood comes from certified forests. Since
January 2020 we have joined the long list of FSC®-certified Italian
companies. The materials we use for the creation of WOOD-SKIN
composite come from forests where natural diversity is protected
and preserved and the rights of workers and local communities
are respected.

Contact us to receive the updated list of FSC® materials.
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OUR
PRODUCTS
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WOOD-SKIN GEOMETRIES

Geometry plays a crucial role in designing with
WOOD-SKIN ® technology.
Mesh Sheets, Fold Panels and Tailor-Made surfaces
are part of the same technological system, yet each
offers a unique geometrical expression.
Thanks to the large number of hinges, Mesh Sheets
create fluid surfaces with non-defined threedimensionality.
The final effect of Mesh Sheets is seen after they
are installed.
Fold Panels are instead framed elements with a
standard geometry defined a priori.
With Tailor-Made surfaces it is possible to bring to
life almost any three-dimensional geometry that
the designer and/or client can imagine.

20
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MESH
SHEETS
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Mesh Sheets offer a new way to design curved,
wavy, and free-form surfaces from flat sheets.
Thanks to the variable size of the facets, the curve
radius can become remarkably tight while still
maintaining its fluidity.
This game-changing technology unlocks the
design potential of rigid surfaces, allowing the
construction of elegant membranes with the same
look, feel, and functional properties as lighter,
more flexible materials like paper or fabric.
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DISTINCTIVE VALUES

FREE-FORM
SHAPES

HIGHLY
CUSTOMIZABLE

HIGH ACOUSTIC
PERFORMANCE

WIDE SELECTION OF MATERIALS,
FINISHES AND PATTERNS

ULTRA-THIN

LIGHTWEIGHT

MOLD AND
CAST FREE

DRY ASSEMBLY
EASILY REMOVABLE

NO BACKING
STRUCTURE NEEDED

FLAT/ROLLED
SHIPPING
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CLASSIC A
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tissue alike • rollable • free-form

available patterns

1100mm
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L
1100mm

2840mm

M

2840mm

1100mm

2840mm

S

Mesh Sheet wall - Classic A Pattern - Blue laminate
Library - Black MDF with yellow laminate
Ussari bay light by Artplayfactory
Wm String Chair by Menu
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CLASSIC B
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classic look updated • rollable • self supporting

available patterns
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L
1140mm

2840mm

1140mm

2840mm

M

Mesh Sheet wall - Classic B Pattern - Ultra-matte laminate
Superloon light by Flos
Carpet Roquebrune collection by Carpet Edition
Afternoon bench by Menu
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CLASSIC C
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maximum freedom • endless shape-shifting possibilities

available patterns

L

2660mm

M

2840mm

2840mm

S

Mesh Sheet volumes - Classic B Pattern - Bamboo caramel
Algorithmic Ceramic vases by Francesco Perego

1175mm

1175mm

32

1140mm
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CLASSIC D
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geometrical pattern • moderate bending

available patterns

L

2840mm

M

2840mm

2840mm

S

Mesh Sheet - Classic D Pattern - Reconstituted wood - Fuorisalone 2019

1065mm

1065mm

34

1065mm
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BASIC A
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classic design updated • self supporting • free-form wave

available patterns

1175mm
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L
1175mm

2840mm

M

2840mm

1175mm

2840mm

S

Mesh Sheet column and ceiling - Basic A Pattern - Grey MDF with metal laminate
Plastic vases by Francesco Perego
Wm String Chairs by Menu
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DIGITAL A
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digital look • moderate bending • randomic effect

available patterns
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L
1140mm

2840mm

1140mm

2840mm

M

Mesh Sheet wall - Digital A Pattern - Sustainable composite panel
Algorithmic Ceramic vases by Francesco Perego
Cliff table by Novamobili
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DIGITAL B
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unexpected 3D effect • different pattern density

available patterns

L

2840mm

M

2840mm

2840mm

S

Mesh Sheet wall - Digital B Pattern - Blue MDF

1175mm

1140mm

40

1175mm
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DECOR A

DECOR B

organic look • free-form • smooth bending

organic look • free-form • smooth bending

available patterns

available patterns

1140mm
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L
1100mm

2630mm

1140mm

M

2720mm

42

1100mm

S

2840mm

1140mm

L

2840mm

M

2840mm

1140mm

2840mm

S
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NAME: United Nation Palace, Room XIX
CLIENT: State of Qatar for UN organization
DESIGN: Peia Associati
LOCATION: Geneva - Switzerland
CATEGORY: Institutional
YEAR: 2019
WORK: Mesh Sheets suspended ceiling and TailorMade directly attached to the wall
PATTERN: Classic A
MATERIAL: side A: Varnished Okoume,
side B: Okoume
PHOTO CREDITS: Delfino Sisto Legnani - DSL studio

VISIT PAGE
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WOOD-SKIN covers the dome and walls of the new Assembly Hall of the
United Nations Palace in Geneva. The project reinterprets the diplomacy,
tradition, calligraphy and the landscape of Qatar using contemporary materials,
technologies and design languages.

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

The restyling of the ceiling was done with Mesh Sheets, the most iconic product
of the WOOD-SKIN family, which allows total freedom of form. The result is an
architectural macro-membrane of about 1,000 square meters in okoume, a warm
and very lightweight wood with a flamed grain, perfect for anchoring to the preexisting historical structure.
The WOOD-SKIN system also made it possible to integrate the circadian lighting
by FLOS in a fluid way, along with the complex engineering required by a
conference hall of the future. Air conditioning, video projectors, robotic cameras,
and sensors were carefully positioned in the design phase and then seamlessly
installed, creating an organic system that takes advantage of the features of
WOOD-SKIN as a platform for technological integration
An important feature of the space is its high-performance acoustics. The wall
and ceiling panels, in addition to having characteristics of sound diffusion, are
engineered to manage high and low sound frequencies. The complex geometries
generate an irregular surface that promotes sound diffusion, thereby reducing
echo. The textile core of the cladding, on the other hand, makes the panels
behave more like fabric than wood, capable of absorbing even the lower range
of frequencies.
As is often the case in projects using WOOD-SKIN, the ceiling of Room XIX was
inspired in part by a specific form – the dunes of the desert. The sinuous lines are
discretized and divided into triangles, a recurring geometry for the optimization
of complex surfaces.
A lightweight and invisible forest of thin steel cables that, with a density 70%
lower than traditional systems, easily supports all 5 tons of the 1,000-squaremeter dropped ceiling.
WOOD-SKIN is an extremely lightweight material, so it was not necessary to
reinforce the existing structure of the dome in order to install it; on the contrary,
the WOOD-SKIN solution weighs far less than the original ceiling.
Moreover, the lightness of the material made the installation quick and easy, while
also minimizing the environmental impact.
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WIRE CABLES
MESH SHEETS CEILING

MESH SHEETS CEILING

TAILOR-MADE
ACOUSTIC WALLS

Axonometric projection
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NAME: Volkswagen Financial Services
CLIENT: IL PRISMA
DESIGN: IL PRISMA
LOCATION: Milan - Italy
CATEGORY: Institutional
YEAR: 2019
WORK: Mesh Sheets attached to wall with jigs
PATTERN: Digital B
MATERIAL: Varnished blue MDF
PHOTO CREDITS: IL PRISMA

VISIT PAGE
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NAME: Milano Today Apartment
CLIENT: Pier Lomascolo
DESIGN: Pier Lomascolo and WOOD-SKIN team
LOCATION: Milano - Italy
CATEGORY: Residential
YEAR: 2018
WORK: Mesh Sheets directly attached wall
PATTERN: Basic A
MATERIAL: Japanese Cedar reconstituted wood
by Alpi Wood
PHOTO CREDITS: Pier Lomascolo

VISIT PAGE
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FOLD
PANELS
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Fold Panels are 3D panels with intriguing
geometries, built inside a rectangular module.
Fold Panels are uniquely suited to transform a
space with the colors and configurations that
best fit the project’s overall vision. They can also
be sound-absorbing.
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DISTINCTIVE VALUES

FLAT SHIPPING

HIGHLY CUSTOMIZABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT
HOLLOW SHELL

NO BACKING
STRUCTURE NEEDED

HIGH ACOUSTIC
PERFORMANCES

WIDE SELECTION OF MATERIALS,
FINISHES AND PATTERNS

EASY TO INSTALL
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A-GAMI_MA

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

ma_01

ma_02

dimensions

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - A-GAMI_MA - Metal laminate

900mm

900mm
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A-GAMI_SA

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

sa_1

sa_2

dimensions

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - A-GAMI_SA - Ultra thin reconstituted wood

900mm

900mm
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O-GAMI_DO
do_2_rectangular
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do_1_rectangular

do_1_square

do_2_square

dimensions

900mm

900mm

900mm

900mm

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - O-GAMI_DO - Blue MDF

900mm

900mm
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O-GAMI_NO
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no_1

no_2

dimensions

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - O-GAMI_NO - Ultra thin reconstituted wood

900mm

900mm
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O-GAMI_SO
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so_rectangular

so_square

dimensions

900mm

900mm
2700mm
Fold Panels - O-GAMI_SO - Ultra thin reconstituted wood

900mm
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O-GAMI_TO

to_02

to_03

dimensions

900mm

900mm

900mm

900mm

900mm

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

to_01

900mm

Fold Panels - O-GAMI_TO - Metal laminate
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U-GAMI_FU

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

fu_01

fu_02

fu_03

dimensions

2700mm

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - U-GAMI_FU - Laminate

900mm

900mm
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900mm
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U-GAMI_YU
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yu_01

yu_02

yu_03

dimensions

2700mm

2700mm

2700mm

Fold Panels - U-GAMI_YU - Laminate

900mm

900mm
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900mm
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Fold Panels - U_GAMI_FU - Ultra thin reconstituted wood
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Fold Panels - O-GAMI_DO_02 SQUARE - Ultra thin reconstituted wood
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ONLINE TOOLS
We provide designers with two new online tools:

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

Standard Panel Composer
This tool allows you to combine, juxtapose and orient the panels to
create a preview of your composition. For the finish, you can then
choose among the laminates, metals and veneers in the collection
and proceed with the order directly online.

O-gami_to
Standard

COMPOSE

Custom Panel Configurator
This more advanced digital tool enables you to intuitively model
the form and aesthetic characteristics of the panels at will, thanks
to the use of parametric sliders. The configurator allows you to
push beyond the logic of the standard product and adapt the Fold
Panels to your creative needs, obtaining truly unique results.

O-gami_to
Custom

3

CONFIGURE

3
2

2

1
400mm

1
900mm

600m

m

900m

m

1

MODEL
choose a pattern among
our standard sizes

2

MATERIAL
choose and set the material
you prefer

86

3

NUMBER OF PANELS
insert the number of panels
you want

1

MODEL
choose a pattern among our
standard sizes and then change
it with the parametric slider

2

MATERIAL
choose and set the material
you prefer
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3

NUMBER OF PANELS
insert wall or ceiling
measurements and the
number of panels you want

TAILOR
-MADE

SURFACES

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

Ta i l o r - m a d e surfaces are unique bespoke
products created for specific projects.
The guiding design principle here is the geometry.
Our architectural and design team has years of
experience working with top firms on international
projects, and there’s nothing that excites us
more than the challenge of engineering intricate
shapes, designing custom details, and devising
solutions to ‘impossible’ problems.
The WOOD-SKIN design team is able to discretize
any complex geometric input with single or double
curvature, and transform it into a series of flat
elements easily produced and installed.
Thanks to WOOD-SKIN’s proprietary design
software and programmable manufacturing
process, the most expensive and time-consuming
aspects of customization are significantly reduced.
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LARGE
*FACTOR: 2

3000mm
1200mm

The machinable slabs have a maximum size of
3000x1200mm. Within these slabs, WOOD-SKIN®
software optimizes the space to make the best use
of the material. This process is called nesting and
depends on the size of the shapes to be obtained.
FACTOR: this number refers to the additional
amount of WOOD-SKIN® we need to take into
account to cover a certain area.
We need more WOOD-SKIN® than the net surface
area to cover to achieve a 3D effect, due to the
differences in sizes between our production sheets
and the amount of WOOD-SKIN® surface used to
achieve the desired 3D effect.

MEDIUM
*FACTOR: 1.8

3000mm

1200mm

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

Project example: Linkedin

Project example: Iuter

SMALL
*FACTOR: 1.6

3000mm

1200mm

Project example: Arches pavilion
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LA CLEF CHAMPS ELYSEES
PARIS, FRANCE

NAME: La Clef Champs-Elysees
CLIENT: Ascott the Residence
DESIGN: Jean-Philippe Nuel
LOCATION: Paris, France
CATEGORY: Hospitality
YEAR: 2019
WORK: Tailor-Made ceiling
MATERIAL: Mirror laminate
PHOTO CREDITS: WOOD-SKIN

VISIT PAGE
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In the heart of one of the most famous, luxurious and elegant
quarter of Paris, the 5-star hotel La Clef des Champs Elysees
features a glamorous suspended WOOD-SKIN ceiling designed
by the renowned architect Jean-Philippe Nuel.
Realized with a mirrored finish, the suspended ceiling reflects
the light of the surrounding space to generate a stunning
contrast with the Neoclassical style of the building itself.
This 13-meter-long Tailor-Made ceiling seems to float thanks
to a special frame which hangs from the ceiling from just
three anchors. WOOD-SKIN’s weight of only 2.5 kilograms per
square meter made it possible to install this suspended element
without stressing the building’s centuries-old structural slabs.
The result functions not only a decorative element, but as
a directional map for the hotel’s lobby which leads guests
through the space and multiplies the warm lights of the candles
into a myriad of vibrant glows.

98
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D1

D3

Our Tailor-Made product allows the generation
and design of complex geometric surfaces,
which can then be easily installed through many
techniques.

D2

For the installation of suspended ceilings, custom
cut jigs and an aluminium supporting structure
are used.
The Tailor-Made sheets are attached to the jigs
with their border flaps which remain concealed
thanks to the special angle of milling.

100

D1

Aluminium
frame and jig joint

D2

Inner flap joint and
suspension cable
attachment

101

D3

Side flap
joint to a jig
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NAME: Dior Boutique
CLIENT: DIOR
DESIGN: Dior Architecture
LOCATION: Principality of Monaco
CATEGORY: Retail
YEAR: 2019
WORK: Tailor-Made wall surface
MATERIAL: Laminated grey MDF by Forescolor
PHOTO CREDITS: WOOD-SKIN

VISIT PAGE
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NAME: Jumeirah Beach Hotel
CLIENT: JUMEIRAH BEACH HOTEL
DESIGN: Engineering Office Dubai
LOCATION: Dubai, UAE
CATEGORY: Hospitality
YEAR: 2018
WORK: Tailor Made column covering
MATERIAL: MDF with Straw marquetry
by Alexander Lamont
PHOTO CREDITS: Oana Maria Minuti

VISIT PAGE
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NAME: The MET
DESIGN: Gensler Design
LOCATION: Houston, Texas
CATEGORY: Hospitality
YEAR: 2017
WORK: Tailor-Made panel
MATERIAL: Finnish birch with fire clear coat 1 side

VISIT PAGE
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ACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES

112
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All WOOD-SKIN products have unique sound
scattering performances due to their 3D geometry.
WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

As its name implies, WOOD-SKIN was originally
conceived to give organic form to wood wall
paneling, today, a wide range of selected materials
is available.
This allows WOOD-SKIN to offer solutions with a
broad spectrum of acoustic performances, that can
be tuned to match the project’s needs.
Materials such as wood, laminates or aluminum work
beautifully when you need sound diffusion, whereas
felt or cork will help to absorb uncomfortable high
pitches and reduce the reverberation time in the
space.
For specific acoustic needs, our team of engineers
is at your full disposal.

Mesh Sheet Classic A - Laminated MDF - Acoustic perforation
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CLASSIC B | Size: L

CLASSIC B | Size: S

Perforation: various diameter holes

Perforation: lines

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

PERFORATIONS

Standard perforation patterns are defined by circular
holes or linear cuts that allows to the sound to pass
trough the surface to reach the sound absorbing
material placed behind.
This sound-trap makes any material capable of
becoming an acoustic absorbing surface with
tuneable high performances.

CLASSIC B | Size: L

CLASSIC A | Size: L

Perforation: various length lines

Perforation: various length vertical lines

116

The perforation pattern options are endless thanks
to the WOOD-SKIN digital fabrication process with
allows for further customisation to find decorative
motives and transform traditional materials into
high tech aesthetic solutions.
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NAME: On-House, Home Theater
CLIENT: Simontech
DESIGN: WOOD-SKIN
LOCATION: Milan - Italy
CATEGORY: Event
YEAR: 2015
WORK: Mesh Sheets – Classic C
MATERIAL: Black MDF with oak veneer
PHOTO CREDITS: WOOD-SKIN

Mesh Sheet Classic C - Veneered black MDF - Acoustic feature

VISIT PAGE
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ASSEMBLY
OF OUR
PRODUCTS
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The assembly process (joining of sheet to sheet)
is the same for all 3 product lines. The installation
process varies depending on the type of project,
our Technical Manual provides in-depth details of
these processes.
Together with the product itself, WOOD-SKIN also
provides the necessary hardware for the assembly.
Mesh Sheets, Fold Panels and Tailor Made surfaces
are joined together with M4 bolts, washers and
nuts. For certain particular applications screws,
glue, nails and other hardware might be needed.
Three main types of joinery are used for assembling
WOOD-SKIN sheets. The flaps are embedded in the
sheets and come in standard dimensions, designed
to ensure a seamless and resistant joint. Custom
flaps are designed and fabricated according to the
application and installation requirements.

GO TO TECHNICAL MANUAL
Tailor-Made - Varnished bamboo

124
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This type of joinery is present in all WOOD-SKIN
surfaces.
Mesh Sheets, Fold panels and Tailor-Made surfaces
are all connected using the standard flap-to-flap
joinery system, specifically for the inner joints.
Mesh Sheets and some Tailor-Made surfaces
feature a hanging hole for suspension. M4 bolts,
nuts, washers and a screwdriver are needed for the
assembly.
This joinery method also allows for easy disassembly
and reassembly of the panels.
1

Bring the WOOD-SKIN sheets close
to each other, folding the flaps 90°
backwards until they align.

2

Join the flaps with M4 bolts, nuts and
washers

2

126
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DOORS AND OPENINGS

Lebkov&Sons, Amsterdam

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE

INTEGRATION OPTIONS

Integrating elements like doors, light fixtures,
sprinklers and speakers is an important part in the
design and installation of WOOD-SKIN surfaces.
The following examples describe the technical details
and installation of typical integrations developed by
our design team.
The versatility of the WOOD-SKIN system allows
for many more additional customizations, which
are made easy by the digital design and fabrication
processes we use.
Each of these should be discussed with our design
team and realized based on the specific design brief.

INTEGRATION OF OTHER MATERIALS

University of Winchester, Wincester
FIXTURES AND LIGHTING

Ligna 2015, Hannover
SPRINKLER

130
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AVAILABLE
MATERIALS
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BAMBOO

BIRCH PLYWOOD

CHARACTERISTICS
High quality aesthetic
and structural performance.
FINISHES AVAILABLE ON BIRCH
+ Veneer (wide variety)
+ Ultra-thin reconstituted wood
+ Laminate (wide variety)
+ Transparent varnish
+ Aluminum

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

CHARACTERISTICS
100% natural, lightweight

FRONT SURFACE
Bamboo | 3 - 5mm

FRONT SURFACE
Birch plywood | 4mm

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON BAMBOO
+ Transparent varnish color,
natural or caramel hue

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

BACK SURFACE
Birch plywood | 4mm

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

FIRE RETARDANT TREATMENT
AVAILABLE

COLOR
Light color with amber hue

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

136
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RECONSTITUTED WOOD

OKOUME

CHARACTERISTICS
High quality marine plywood.
Dimensionally stable and resistant to
moisture.
Lightweight

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

CHARACTERISTICS
High-quality and aesthetic

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

FRONT SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON
RECONSTITUTED WOOD
+ Transparent varnish

FRONT SURFACE
Reconstituted wood | 1.8mm

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON OKOUME
+ Veneer (wide variety)
+ Ultra-thin reconstituted wood
+ Laminate (wide variety)
+ Transparent varnish
+ Aluminum

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

COLOR
Warm hue

138

COLOR
Wide variety

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

FIRE RETARDANT TREATMENT
AVAILABLE

FIRE RETARDANT TREATMENT
AVAILABLE

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE
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COLORED MDF

METAL AND PLASTIC LAMINATE

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

FRONT SURFACE
Colored MDF | 4mm

CHARACTERISTICS
An innovative nanotech material for
interior design: a smart, extremely matt,
anti- fingerprint, very resistant, soft
touch surface.

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON LAMINATE
+ No finish

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

CHARACTERISTICS
Recommended for low-stress
applications or temporary
installations.
Moderately hydrophobic.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON MDF
+ Veneer (wide variety)
+ Ultra-thin reconstituted wood
+ laminate (wide variety)
+ Transparent varnish
+ Aluminum

FIRE RETARDANT TREATMENT
AVAILABLE

FRONT SURFACE
Laminate | 0.7 - 1.2mm

COLOR
Wide variety

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

COLOR
Wide variety
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ANODIZED ALUMINUM

COMPOSITE ALUMINUM

CHARACTERISTICS
High quality and resistance

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor and outdoor application

CHARACTERISTICS
Outdoor applications, high resistance

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor and outdoor application

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON ALUMINUM
+ No finish

FRONT SURFACE
Aluminum | 0.6 - 1mm

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON ALUMINUM
+ No finish

FRONT SURFACE
Composite aluminum panel | 4mm

COLOR
Wide variety

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

COLOR
Wide variety

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm
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SYNTHETIC FELT

CHARACTERISTICS
The acoustically highly effective
fibre-reinforced composite ensures
a high level of sound absorption,
even with a low material thickness.
FINISHES AVAILABLE ON
SYNTHETIC FELT
+ No finish

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application
FRONT SURFACE
Synthetic felt | 5mm
BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

CORK

CHARACTERISTICS
100% natural, lightweight

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Indoor application

FINISHES AVAILABLE ON CORK
+ Transparent varnish

FRONT SURFACE
Cork | 20mm

COLOR
Wide variety

BACK SURFACE
Okoume plywood | 4mm

ACOUSTIC VERSION
AVAILABLE

COLOR
Wide variety
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AVAILABLE MATERIALS
ACCORDING TO PATTERNS
available

classic

basic

WOOD-SKIN® | CATALOGUE
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mesh sheets
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colored
mdf

laminate

reconstituted
wood

cork

anodized
aluminum

composite
aluminum

bamboo

synthetic
felt
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CERTIFICATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS

acoustic

UNI EN ISO 354:2003

tested at Zeta Lab

ASTM C 423-17

tested at Zeta Lab

fire reaction

Available in Class A according
to US standard ASTM E-84

tested at Intertek

Available in B-s2-d0 according to
European standard UNI EN 13501-1

tested at CSI

uniaxial tensile test

UNI ISO EN 1421:2017

mechanical test

-

tested at Politecnico di Milano

opening and closing cycles

Resistance to repeated
hinges stress

tested at Catas

Prove, certificazione e ricerca

Fire reaction certifications available for Russian and English market
The illustrated certifications are subject to constant revisions and continuous research.
For any further information about certifications and material tests contact us at info@wood-skin.com
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The illustrated products are subject to
constant revision in terms of their functional
details.
Continuous research goes into the finishing
treatments.
The products presented in this catalogue,
as well as the descriptions and specifications,
are illustrative and subject to changes
by WOOD-SKIN srl.
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